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The Future of Photonics in 
Upcoming Processors

ECE 4750 Fall ‘08

Brief Background in Fiber Optics

 Light can travel down an optical fiber 
if it is completely confined

 Determined by Snells Law

 Various modes exist

 Wavelength, width and material

 Purpose of Fiber Optics

 Low Latency communication

 High Bandwidth through WDM

 Downsides

 Fibers are brittle, Optical Loss
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Four IFs of Integrated Photonics

 Why even think about replacing 
conventional electronics with light?

 What photonic components are necessary 
for integrating light onto a chip?

 Where in the microprocessor world can the 
use of light be beneficial?

 How can photonics be used in conjunction 
with conventional electronic circuitry?

Why -

 Metrics – Delay, Power and Bandwidth

 At 16 nm technology node, the delay of a 
repeated, optimally sized wire (for delay) ~ 20 
ps/mm [1]

 Intel 80 core processor dimensions: 275 mm2

 Delay Improvement roughly 2X

 Comes at a power cost

 Electrical Power ~ 3.43 W/mm 16 nm

 Power to drive Intel Chip ~ 57 W

 Increases due to leakage and clock

 Model neglects Optical Laser Power

 Driving optical signal on waveguide is not free

Delay (ps)

Optical Waveguide 346.59

Electrical Wire 663.32

5 GHz Clock 200

Technology 

Node
32 nm 22 nm 16 nm

Transmitter 6.0W 5.0W 3.85W

Receiver 0.3W 0.3W 0.3W

Total Optical 6.3W 5.3W 4.15W

Electrical 22.8W 31.2W 34.25W

**Electrical is optimized for delay (10 mm) [1]
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Bandwidth

 The same bandwidth can be 
achieve in optical and electrical

 Problem comes down to area

 Bandwidth Density is a 
function of width and pitch

 Optical pitch is constant

 At 16 nm ~ 21 wavelengths

 The benefits of Photonics are 
highly dependent on WDM

 Level of WDM is controversial

 Most recent work [2] assumes 
64 wavelengths at 16 nm

Image from [1]

What -

 Optical Ring Resonator

 Can be switched Electrically or Optically

 Electrically (including driver) delay ~ 14.72 ps 
@ 16 nm [3]

 Waveguide

 Single Mode

 WDM capable

 Optical Transmitter

 Modulator Based 

 Delay ~ 14.72 ps @ 16 nm [3]

 Optical Receiver

 Detector followed by an amplifier

 Delay ~ 2.73 ps @ 16 nm [3]

 Off-Chip Laser Source
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Photonic Components

Where -

 Due to the overhead of Transmission and Receive, Photonics has the most 
promise of replacing global/intermediate wire lengths on a chip

Optical Delay Versus Electrical Delay
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How -

 3D integration allows for the placement of disparate technologies in close 
proximity to one another 

 Communication takes place using through-vias

 Package shown based on [2] 

Processor, L1, L2 Die

On-Chip Memory

Optical Layer

Heat Spreader and Sink

Face to Face 

Bonds

Laser

Future Trends in Computing

 Processor frequencies will top out due to power and thermal constraints

 Single threaded performance will hit a barrier

 To make up for lacking progress of single-threaded machines, processors will 
contain an increasingly larger number of cores and exploit TLP

 Point of Reference ~ 64 cores at 16 nm technology

 Cores will need to communicate to one another over a low-latency, high-flit-
bandwidth/high-bit-bandwidth network using some form or protocol 

 3D integration will allow for memory (RAM) to be integrated fully or partially on 
the die-stack as well as disparate technologies (i.e. an optical layer)

 Integrated Mesh networks (2D or 3D) will be the dominant form of 
communication because of their uniform structure and scalability
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Mesh Electrical Networks
 Two basic forms of electrical routers: Virtual Channel and Wormhole

 A Wormhole router has better per hop latency at the expensive of increasing network clog

 A Virtual Channel router uses multiple input channel buffers to reduce contention in the 
network, but adds an extra pipeline stage

 It is possible to eliminate many of the pipeline stages through speculation

 ~ 2 pipeline stages per VC Router (20FO4 per stage [4])

Flit Route Switch Arb Switch Trav Channel Trav

Flit Route Switch Arb Switch Trav Channel TravVC Arb

Optical logic
 In 2005 an optical gate was proposed that 

used an optical amplifier in front of a filter

 Gate delay is the amount of time for light to 
travel unimpeded (i.e. straight line) through 
the device

 A number of gates can be implemented with 
the same components

 All of the components can be easily integrated 
into silicon

 Problem: Large area footprint
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Something smaller

 Optical And/Nand gates using much smaller 
footprints are demonstrated using optical ring 
resonator

 This work was done here at Cornell

 As with the SOA logic, this can be easily 
integrated into silicon and has a very small 
footprint

 Problems:

 The two signals feeding into the gate need to 
be different powers (i.e. control signal has to 
be strong and the other probe weak)

 Conclusions: Optical Logic is tough!

 No multiple layers, poor routing

Corona Optical Architecture

 A snake-like optical bus 
facilitates communication

 4 Processors per Node

 3D Integration

 Token coherence 
guarantees exclusive 
access to bus segment

 1 token per node

 Every node continuously 
receives on its bus 
segment

 Disadvantages?
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Columbia Optical Architecture

 Routing elements consist of multiple 
resonators set as on or off

 8 Resonators per Router

 Some paths cannot exist

 Electrical Setup Network sets optical 
path from source to destination

 Once path is set, high bit-rate optical 
signal sent through one waveguide

 Following transmission, path is 
recycled

 Disadvantages?


